Learning Project- Week 8
Sats Tests OnlineUse this website
to challenge
yourself with a
mixture of
questions.
Your answers will
be marked
automatically.
UsernameHoyland
Password- Win12
Could you then
create your own
flipped learning
video and post it.

Subtracting decimals from
whole numbers.

Use the four operations in
context.

Use common factors to
simplify fractions.

First check out this tutorial
video about how to set
out your column
subtraction correctly.

Problem 1: Method in
multiplying madness!
Check out all the different
methods when multiplying
numbers here!

Explore finding the
greatest common factor
to simplify fractions but
watching this video.

Practice the skill you have
just learnt here!

Have a go at this
interactive quiz on
simplifying fractions.

Here are some questions
linked with subtracting
decimals from whole
numbers.
NRICH decimal challenge
for fun!
Click the link above and
check your understanding
of decimals.

Why not have a look at
all the amazing things
on…
Problem 2: Two & Two
How many solutions can
you find?

Click on the image
above to access the
mathematics shed
where there are various
videos and challenges
for you to try!

Explore a maths
concept of your choice
on the myminimaths
website.
Could you think about
how you might share
your learning through
seesaw, twitter or by
making a poster in your
journal?

Explore this website by
clicking on the link
below. Find the correct
date and see is you can
complete bronze, silver
and gold…

Can you click on the picture below and have a go the LIRA questions?
Author Intent: Why has the author chosen to compare the hunting of rabbits to the
main characters current predicament?
Author Intent: Read the first page, how does the author immediately engage the reader? Use information
from the text to support your answer.
Reader Response: Read page 6, what can we infer the key traits of the group are?
Literal: What instructions were given to the medics and nurses if the truck was stopped?
Literal: Why had the medics not packed the appropriate clothing for winter when they crash landed?
Can you click on the picture below and
have a go the LIRA questions?

Can you share your learning on

or

or

Investigating fiction
texts (practise)

Investigating fiction texts
(apply)

Click the link below to
learn about how to
investigate language in
fiction texts.

Take a look at Greta’s speech,
can you spot how she uses
figurative language?

Using this week’s book choice
can you complete activity 2 by
clicking the link?

Reader Response: Read page 10, 2 medics argue about
their luck, do you agree or disagree that the group had good
luck until this point? Use evidence from the text to support
your answer.

Literal: What changed suddenly to alert one of
the nurses they were close to the sea?

Can you find evidence from the text to support the
statements below?

Inference: ‘They were all eager to be on the
ground again’ What information in the text
suggests this?

?

‘Captain Smith was a suitable choice to lead the
group.’
‘ The luck of the hunted is am appropriate choice for
the title of the first chapter’

The book we explored last week was ‘Body Snatchers’ what are the similarities and differences between that book and the book choice this
week? You could present your information in a Venn Diagram.

In chapter 1 the group meet 2 Albanians who they thought were Nazi soldiers, can you re-write the scene only this
time the two people in the truck were Nazi soldiers? How may the group’s fortunes change?
Were they taken prisoner? Were some of the group executed?

?

Investigating fiction
texts (learn)

Chapter 2:
Literal: Why did the medics and nurses not want
to show fear on their faces?

Literal: By how many life vests was the plane
short? By sharing this with the reader what has
impact does it have on them?

Explore beyond
fractions and see what
else you can find using
the navigation down the
left hand side.

Can you share your learning on

Inference: Read P10, the author uses the word
‘measly’ to describe the group’s belongings.
What does this suggest?

Practise the Year 5/6 Common
Exception words you can find a
link to the words on the picture
below.

Can you create a
Character profile of
Captain Smith?
What is his key
trait?
How do you envisage
his appearance?

Can you choose a character from the book, and complete a diary entry
from their perspective? You could choose the day they jump out of the
stolen truck, the day of the crash landing or even the day of take off before
all their troubles were realised.

